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INTRODUCTION

Travel snapshot

STATE OF THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY

State of the travel industry in the short to long term
Travel faces unprecedented shutdown due to COVID-19
High levels of forward bookings and cancellations
State of the travel industry in the next five years
Most important attributes for travellers

FACTORS IMPACTING THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY

Continued appeal of big data, AI and analytics for biggest change
Pivot to AR/VR in the short term for virtual experiences
Artificial intelligence to shift from customer service to voice
Biometrics shift to integrated ID management for seamless travel

MOBILE AND DIGITAL COMMERCE

Mobile travel apps: real time customer service key
Personalised experiences most influential for digital commerce
Improved customer journey and digital transformation lead short term

TRAVEL AND SUSTAINABILITY

Consumers in the driving seat for interest in sustainability
Consumers put social impact above everything
What does sustainability mean to the travel industry?
Travel convinced about the value, but unsure how to go about it
Travel is behind the curve compared to other industries
Travel shows high engagement with the SDGs as a bright spot
Travel industry trailing in terms of conviction
COVID-19 changes focus to the welfare of employees
COVID-19 puts the breaks on sustainable NPD innovation
Communication could be better targeted

INNOVATIONS IN THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY

Innovative new travel product or travel service
Sustainability driven innovation: NEST
COVID-19-led innovation: The Indoor Lab
Climate-friendly experiences: Brim Explorer
Cultural immersion: Borneo à la Carte
Climate positive strategy: Intrepid Travel
Immersive experiences: The Faroe Islands
People-centric service: Prontopia
Making business travel fun: Santifly.com
Carbon tracking: long way before adopted by the mainstream
Future innovation to watch: My Carbon Action

ABOUT VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY

About Euromonitor’s Voice of the Industry survey series
Focus within travel industry of Voice of the Industry respondents
Job title of Voice of the Travel Industry respondents
Geographic focus of Voice of the Industry respondents
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About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/voice-of-the-industry-travel-after-
coronavirus/report.


